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Our Goals Today:

✓To demystify the materials creation process

✓To help you begin planning how you’ll create your 

campaign materials

✓To share impactful materials that promote 

engagement & behavior change for providers

✓To provide free or low-cost tools to get started or 

enhance your materials



Who’s Here & How Can We Help?
• Partner Share: 2 Minutes (1 each):

❑What’s your role? How long have you been doing it?

- Detailer

- Program Manager

- Stakeholder

- Other 

❑Who develops materials for your program?

- Me!

- Someone else.

- Not sure yet!

❑What clinical topic are you currently focusing on?

❑What’s the #1 thing you want to get out of this session?



Share with the whole group:

❑What’s your role? How long have you been doing it?

❑Who develops materials for your program?

❑What clinical topic are you currently focusing on?

❑What’s the #1 thing you want to get out of this session?



Before Materials: Planning Ahead

• Complete background research on the clinical topic

- Identify critical studies 

• Know your audience

- Materials will have a different focus depending on whether they are 

targeted to:

• Prescribers

• Support staff

• Patients

• Administrators/others

• Agree on key messages with your team

- What behavior change(s) are you looking for?

- Choose between 3-5 (on average) action-based key messages



Why use support materials?

• To accommodate various learning styles

• To guide conversations and stay “on track”

• To reinforce key messages

• To read, share, or be referred to after you leave



Visual aids that support a tailored, interactive 

conversation.

Educational Materials are:

✓ Brochures or Detailing Aids

✓ Reference cards or “pocket cards”

✓ Risk calculators

✓ Checklists or other office tools

✓ Any patient-facing tools that 

clinicians can use



Strong materials & proper use should:

•Clarify complex information

•Customize a visit to meet the needs of a clinician

•Support, but not replace, the conversation!



What Support Materials are NOT:

• Copies of every scientific paper used to prepare your module or 

presentation topic

• PowerPoint lecture slides (never!)

• Individual-level data that will be used punitively

• A typed Word Doc









Review: CDC Provider Materials









4-page summary brochure













Patient-Facing Tools

Example of a 

“non-prescription”



Now What? 

How to build impactful materials



Staying on Budget

• Graphic Designers? Who’s in your area?

• Student designers! Will often work for free or low cost.

- Check out local colleges and schools or art/design

• Free programs online: teach yourself!

➢Free stock images on google.com

➢Creative Commons (creativecommons.org)

➢Public Health Dept. Clearing Houses

➢Public-Facing National Orgs (SAMHSA, CDC, VA, etc.)

➢Piktochart! (piktochart.com)



piktochart.com



piktochart.com



Outlining content

• What information is new vs. a review?

• What is the ‘hook’?

• What’s the story, and how is the story told best?

• What visual tools do the detailers need to convey 

the key messages for the campaign?



Layout

• Make the key point or message of the page the focal 

point.

• Don’t make space too cluttered: leave some white 

“breathing” space.

• Keep information bite sized/easy to digest.

• Keep in mind what draws the eye.



Make Text Easier to Digest



Thinking About Branding & Consistency



FontS: What look do you want to convey?

• Font matters.  Can you read it?

• Each font conveys a tone without saying a word.

• How do you want your materials to feel to the reader?

• Select no more than 3 fonts for your entire project.

• The font should not be the star of your 
materials!

• (But unique fonts can draw attention to key points!)

• Never sacrifice legibility for aesthetic design.



Headlines should have the largest font

• (Decreasing sizes of font suggest less emphasis.)

• A darker, heavier weight increases the importance of 

a statement.

- A lighter color doesn’t draw the same attention



COLOR

• Colors convey a mood! Figure out what you’re trying 

to say in advance.

• If you pick a color related to your brand, select colors 

that flow/are complementary.

• Don’t overdo it on color. A branding scheme typically 

has one lead/main color and two supporting colors.



Color can highlight differences



Use of color to symbolize benefit or risk



Treating high blood pressure with 

medications reduces cardiovascular risk

The Blood Pressure Lowering Treatment Trialists’ Collaboration. 

Lancet. 2014;384:591-8.

Outcomes avoided:

Stroke MI

HF CVD Death

Graphs should simplify complex information



A more intuitive adaptation



Testing Along the Way
• Materials should go through several rounds of testing.

• Ask clinicians you trust to review content.

• Test it on a few trusted clinicians in a ‘faux’ detailing session

• Hold a focus group for 90 minutes where you provide dinner 

and a small stipend to 4-6 providers who represent your 

target audience:

➢Ask for their honest feedback

➢Review wording, graphic choices, key messages

➢Pulse point: Would this work? Would you change your clinical 

practice? (If not, make changes to content or messaging.)

▪Ask non-clinicians to review for clarity and fresh perspective

▪Take a break: Look at other clinical topics for new ideas



Remember: Rome wasn’t built in a day

2008 2014



Activity: Barriers to Materials Design

• Turn to partner and discuss:

- Top 3 major barriers to creating materials for your program

- 1 possible solution to each barrier



Group Share: Barriers & Solutions




